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Abstract 

 Brick can be considered as environmentally sensitive and ecological material due to its durability; 
last for long as well as the production process is uncomplicated and low cost. Brick provide benefit in local 
available and natural resources utility while pollution caused by brick production and transportation is less 
than many industrial materials. Thus brick is one of the best and the most popular construction material in 
various areas of the world since the ancient time.  
 Brick has an important role in the development of dwelling especially in Thai agricultural 
communities. Because it can locally produced and inexpensive, which result in the use of brick in dwelling 
construction or renovation is commonly found. From field surveys in Nong Khai province, brick utility in 
dwelling construction similar to most other areas of the country in the use of half-brick wall with plaster 
finishing. Brick is used only to separate functional space and enclose building from surround environment 
without consider a natural beauty of brick, Energy efficiency in buildings and lower construction costs. 
Important reasons to explain this incident is the use of local materials in Thailand at the old time mainly rely 
on timer. Therefore variety of technical skill to create patterns of brick construction has not been developed 
and construction cost of each one$s dwelling becomes a heavy burden especially for the peasants.  
  Sufficiency Economy concept can be apply in all daily life activities including construction. The 
development of brick utility in dwelling construction under the Sufficiency Economy concept from the 
author's point of view is the use of existing resources at its highest efficiency. Without neglecting the 
demands of beauty, demand for recognition from society, adjustable to fit to lifestyle of people today and 
importantly will not cause an image of poverty, or low income to its habitant.  
 Therefore, sustainable development of the brick utility in construction today should do  both in 
creating a variety of brick shapes and features as well as composing research of raw materials to produce 
new kinds of brick. In this research, the advices on brick are; the development of solid brick walls and wall 
with void to create a beautiful appearance, the use of  brick with landscape decoration, take brick more 
than a wall for interior and exterior  of a building, use double walls masonry when suitable, develop new 
patterns and materials for brick manufacturing especially the use of scrap or waste materials from 
industries to reduce environmental and energy problems on the basis of improving the properties of new 
type bricks. More importantly, brick development should be cooperating together with the development of 
other natural materials as well as industrial construction materials that does not pollute the environment. 
Because in practice we can not use only one type of material or only rely on natural materials.  If there is a 
disadvantage in the properties of materials especially in matters of durability and ease of use would cause 
such material a difficulty to be accepted and widely used by consumers.  
  To Create an acceptance to the use of unprecedented brick patterns need cooperation from all 
parties including educating the local mason to creative more style on brick utility. To gradually change 
attitudes and views on the use of brick more than a wall with plaster in local people, example of dwelling 



built in each region should be the most concrete practice to reach the above mentioned objective. people 
can learned  and experience invention of brick in dwelling construction  as well as other local and natural 
resources that will benefit the development of the environment and sustainable living in the long run. 
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